Migrating from Azure Stack to Open Stack
Creating Hybrid Open Source Cloud Services for your Enterprise

Do you have a mandate to migrate to open source/OpenStack and need high availability data protection? If your environment includes critical applications and systems that cannot tolerate any downtime without significant impact to your business operations, then Carbonite’s backup protection and ZeroDown Software’s ultra high availability solution can help.

Introducing Digital Independence for the Enterprise
Critical applications should be online all the time, or as close as possible. In the past, this level of service required complex and high-cost business continuity plans and platforms beyond the reach of most businesses and open source/OpenStack deployments. Even migration to cloud-based services and platforms such as AWS and Azure Stack has created its own set of IT problems such as hidden consumption costs, unused capacity, and limitations due to lack of flexibility for innovation. Not anymore. Now, Carbonite’s Data Protection expertise together with ZeroDown Software’s Always Available™ technology provides a 1+1=3 solution to ensure always-on services in legacy, hybrid, multi-cloud and open source environments. By enabling active-active operations in real time across two (or more) co-locations, regardless of platform, this robust enterprise-ready solution opens the door to low-cost reliable and scalable IT Ops running in Open Stack.

How your business will benefit

- **Stop the bleeding.** Eliminate hidden consumption costs from leasing IT infrastructure and services
- **Increase flexibility.** Migrate apps when and where you want them.
- **Fortify resilience** with business continuity, workload mobility and multi-cloud agility.
- **Reduce risk** when deploying systems in open source environments.
- **Protect and innovate critical apps** at an affordable price.
- **Accelerate digital independence** with failsafe app migrations to Open Stack.
- **Ensure zero downtime** when pinning up open source cloud services and solutions

Carbonite backup protection + ZeroDown Software ultra HA = Unbeatable Uptime Metrics

Carbonite provides a robust Data Protection Platform for businesses, including backup, disaster recovery, high availability and workload migration technology. The Carbonite Data Protection Platform supports businesses on a global scale with secure cloud infrastructure. To learn more, visit www.carbonite.com.


**How your business will benefit**

- Zero seconds RPO
- Zero data loss
- No lost transactions
- No data synch up issues
- Zero downtime
- Scalable open cloud

Ready to learn how you can migrate apps safely and securely to Open Stack? To schedule a 30-DAY FREE TRIAL, email: sales@zerodownsoftware.com
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